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 Inspection Details

INSPECTOR

Kyle Pfeifer
Pfeifer Home Inspection

  

Phone 317-340-1734

xmail pfeiferhomeinspect@gmail.com

qeFsite https://www.pfeiferhomeinspect.com

CLIENT

John Doe

Phone 317-340-1734

xmail pfeiferhomeinspect1@gmail.com

PROPERTY
SYEare feet 1500

Oear FEilt 1926

Type multi_family

ADDITIONAL INFO

Inspection date Mar 13th, 2024

jthers Present Buyer 

Property jccEpied 1 Unit is Occupied & 1 Unit 
is Vacant 

CEildinb Type Duplex 

qeather Sunny 

TemperatEre 50 °F 

Oear CEilt 1945 

qater SoErce City 

Sewabe/Disposal City 
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 PHI

 DeGnitions

Acceptable
©Enctional with no oFvioEs sibns of defect.

Maintenance
Bn item deemed a yearly task Fy a homeowner.

Marginal
Bn issEe needinb repairs/replacement FEt not deemed immediate.

Defective
Item needs immediate repair or replacement. It is EnaFle to perform its intended fEnction.

NjTx: Bll deGnitions listed aFove refer to the property or item listed as inspected on this report at the time of 
inspection.

©labbed items will show Ep in sEmmary view.

 1. Lots and Xrounds

1.1 XRADINX

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

The bradinb has a nebative slope and water is poolinb abainst the foEndation in several areas. B YEaliGed 
contractor will need to evalEate to determine the proper repair.

 2. Exterior

2.1 EWTERIOR SIDINX
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COMMENTS:

Maintenance

B few small cracks/holes were oFserved in the vinyl sidinb as we reviewed the eUterior of the property. B YEaliGed 
contractor will need to repair/replace all the damabed sidinb.

2.2 FOUNDATION

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

Several small holes were foEnd in the cement Flock foEndation. They appear to Fe old holes for bas and electrical 
lines. If desired, the holes coEld Fe Glled with mortar. 

2.3 EWTERIOR TRIM

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

qe recommend paintinb the eUterior trim. qe foEnd several small cracks in the trim that will allow water in 
slowly rottinb the Foards over time.
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2.4 SOFFITS

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

B few minor repairs will Fe needed to the pictEred so't FoU. The corner of the so't FoU will need re5attached 
if desired. 

2.5 HOSE BIBS

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

jne of the hose FiFFs on the side yard is missinb a handle. B new handle will need to Fe installed. If a new handle 
cannot Fe installed the hose FiFF will need to Fe replaced Fy a YEaliGed contractor.

 3. Roof
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3.1 ROOFINX MATERIAL

DESCRIPTION: Bsphalt shinble

INFORMATION: qe Felieve the roof is Fetween A510 years old.

COMMENTS:

BcceptaFle

Bfter walkinb the roof, it was oFvioEs the roof was only a few years old. Minor deterioration was noted aroEnd 
the oEtside of the shinbles. No oFvioEs water entry was foEnd anywhere. qater is properly Feinb shed down to 
the bEtters and away from the foEndation as eUpected. Bll of the rooGnb/plEmFinb vents were installed correctly 
and leak free.

3.2 XUTTERS

COMMENTS:

Marbinal

gErrently, the home is withoEt a bEtter system. B YEaliGed contractor will need to install new bEtters.

3.3 CHIMNEY

COMMENTS:
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Marbinal

jverall, the Frick chimney is not in Fad shape for its abe. The chimney is strEctErally soEnd and not leaninb 
inward or oEtward. The mortar Fetween the Frick has deteriorated and fallinb apart in certain areas. No issEes 
were oFserved with the chimney crown or cap.  B YEaliGed contractor will need to review. 

 4. Unit 48 - Electrical

4.1 ELECTRICAL SERVICE ENTRANCE

COMMENTS:

BcceptaFle

The service entrance is in bood condition with no ma6or imperfections. qe did not oFserve any sibns that water 
is enterinb the meter.

4.2 ELECTRICAL PANEL
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COMMENTS:

Defective

qe reviewed the pictEred electrical panel we foEnd several Freakers that are over fEsed and attached to the 
wronb wire. No other issEes were foEnd. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review the panel. 

 5. Unit 50 - Electrical

5.1 ELECTRICAL PANEL

COMMENTS:

Defective

qe reviewed the pictEred electrical panel we foEnd several issEes needinb reviewed Fy a YEaliGed contractor. 
B few electrical circEits were not installed correctly. The wirinb was not installed throEbh the top or side of the 
panel. Bs sEch the cover for the panel can not Fe installed. Directly, aFove the panel we foEnd two 6Enction FoUes 
needinb covered and attached. The over fEsed 40amp Freaker needs to Fe removed. Lastly, all loose/aFandoned 
wirinb needs addressed as well. 
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 6. Attic

6.1 ROOF FRAMINX

COMMENTS:

BcceptaFle

jverall, the strEctEre in the main attic is in bood condition with no ma6or strEctEral imperfections. The home is 
a Vstick FEiltV hoEse, meaninb each 2U; rafter was individEally cEt to Gt tobether. No active sibns of water entry 
were foEnd. B satisfactory amoEnt of Flown in insElation was foEnd throEbhoEt the attic.

 7. Unit 48 - Basement

7.1  ALLS

COMMENTS:

Defective

The space downstairs was relatively dry with a little moistEre present. qith that said, we still recommend rEnninb 
a dehEmidiGer to alleviate any moistEre issEes that will FEild Ep. qe did oFserve water enterinb from the oEtside 
and throEbh the foEndation walls. The bradinb and downspoEts need to Fe reviewed to ensEre they are draininb 
away from the home. Bs a resElt, we oFserved a white sEFstance that appears to Fe mold throEbhoEt the space. 
In pictEres foEr and Gve we foEnd an active leak cominb from one of the drainabe lines. qe coEld not identify 
eUactly where the leak was cominb from. Several of the Fasement windows are cracked and need addressed. No 
ma6or issEes were oFserved with the wooden or cement Flock strEctEre of the home. The main sewer line from 
the home to the street is cast iron. qe recommend havinb the sewer line scoped to ensEre it has not collapsed 
or has tree roots browinb in it. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review all issEes. 
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7.2 ELECTRICAL

COMMENTS:

Defective

The oEtlet in pictEres one and two has Vshorted oEtV and needs to Fe replaced immediately. Bt one point the 
circEit VarcedV FErninb Ep the oEtlet and wirinb. ©Erther investibation is needed. 

 8. Unit 50 - Basement

8.1  ALLS

COMMENTS:

Defective

The space downstairs was relatively dry with a little moistEre present. qith that said, we still recommend rEnninb 
a dehEmidiGer to alleviate any moistEre issEes that will FEild Ep. qe did oFserve water enterinb from the oEtside 
and throEbh the foEndation walls. The bradinb and downspoEts need to Fe reviewed to ensEre they are draininb 
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away from the home. Bll of the electrical wirinb and 6Enction FoUes need reviewed for mEltiple reasons. In photos 
foEr and Gve we foEnd an arced oEtlet needinb replaced. Several of the Fasement windows are cracked and will 
need replaced. In photo siU an ad6EstaFle oorinb 6ack was Esed to sEpport several oorinb 6oists Fy the stairs. 
qe recommend removinb the 6ack and sEpportinb this area in a di erent way. Bll open or aFandoned plEmFinb 
lines need addressed.  B YEaliGed contractor will need to review all issEes. 

 9. Air Conditioning

9.1 A/C SYSTEM OPERATION

MEDIA:

COMMENTS:
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Defective

gErrently, no B/g Enit is installed on the eUterior of the home. It appears the way the refriberant lines were cEt 
the previoEs Enit was stolen Fy someone. B YEaliGed contractor will need to install a new Enit with a cabe to 
prevent theft.

 10. Unit 48 - Heating System

10.1 HEATINX SYSTEM OPERATION

DESCRIPTION: ©Enctional

INFORMATION: ManEfactEred in 200A.

COMMENTS:

Marbinal

The fErnace was tested and in workinb order dErinb oEr inspection. qith that said, the Enit is from 200A and 
almost at the end of a typical life cycle. qe recommend FEdbetinb for a new Enit.

 11. Unit 50 -Heating System

11.1 HEATINX SYSTEM OPERATION

DESCRIPTION: ©Enctional

INFORMATION: ManEfactEred in 2000.

COMMENTS:

Defective

The fErnace was tested and in workinb order dErinb oEr inspection. qith that said, the Enit is from 2000 and 
almost at the end of a typical life cycle. In pictEres two and three we foEnd an openinb aroEnd the eUhaEst line 
where it enters the chimney. This openinb will need to Fe closed. 
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 12. Unit 48 - Plumbing

12.1 MAIN  ATER SHUTOFF

COMMENTS:

Marbinal

Two of the pictEred shEt o  valves will need to have new handles installed as they are cErrently missinb. 

12.2  ATER HEATER OPERATION

COMMENTS:

BcceptaFle

This particElar hot water heater was fEnctioninb properly dErinb oEr inspection. Hot water was bettinb delivered 
to the appropriate places as eUpected. qe recommend draininb ten ballons from the tank to clean it oEt and 
wash any FEilt Ep sediment oEt.
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12.3 TPRV AND DRAIN TUBE

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

Per code, all hot water heaters are reYEired to have a copper/gP g drainabe line piped Fetween ;524 inches of 
the oor. Here the pipe is missinb. B YEaliGed contactor will need to add an eUtension to the hot water heater.

 13. Unit 50 -Plumbing

13.1  ATER HEATER OPERATION

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

This particElar hot water heater was fEnctioninb properly dErinb oEr inspection. The wirinb powerinb the Enit 
needs to Fe enclosed as eUpected. Bdditionally, one of the covers for the heatinb element needs addressed as 
well. 
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13.2 TPRV AND DRAIN TUBE

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

Per code, all hot water heaters are reYEired to have a copper/gP g drainabe line piped Fetween ;524 inches of 
the oor. Here the pipe is missinb. B YEaliGed contactor will need to add an eUtension to the hot water heater.

 14. Unit 48 - Main Bathroom

14.1  ALLS

COMMENTS:

BcceptaFle

qe inspected all of the walls in this room and did not see any ma6or holes or imperfections in the wall.
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14.2 SINK/BASIN

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

The drain lever is not workinb properly. qe attempted to move the lever Ep and down FEt coEld not. B YEaliGed 
contractor will need to review for the correct repair.

14.3 COLD  ATER SUPPLY LINE

COMMENTS:

Defective

qe foEnd a slow leak where the cold5water sEpply connects to the shEt o  valve. B YEaliGed contractor will need 
to review. 

14.4 SHO ER/SURROUND

MEDIA:
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COMMENTS:

Marbinal

The  shower  sEpply  line  where  it  connects  to  the  diverter  was  leakinb 
immediately after tErninb the water on. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review 
for the proper repairs.

14.5 TOILETS

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

The Fase of the toilet is loose as we shifted the entire toilet dErinb oEr review. qe were aFle to shake the toilet 
from side to side. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review for the correct repairs.

 15. Unit 50 - Main Bathroom

15.1  ALLS

COMMENTS:

BcceptaFle

qe inspected all of the walls in this room and did not see any ma6or holes or imperfections in the wall.
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15.2 FLOOR

COMMENTS:

Marbinal

Several soft areas in the sEF oorinb were foEnd aroEnd the toilet. ©Erther evalEation is needed to determine 
the proper repairs. 

15.3 ELECTRICAL

COMMENTS:

Marbinal

No electrical oEtlets are cErrently installed in this Fathroom.

15.4 TOILETS

COMMENTS:

BcceptaFle

The toilet was fEnctioninb correctly dErinb the inspection. qe inspected the sEpply lines to the toilet and did 
not Gnd any leaks at all. Bdditionally, we felt aroEnd the Fottom of the toilet and no leaks were discovered.
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 16. Unit 48 -Kitchen

16.1 ELECTRICAL

COMMENTS:

BcceptaFle

Bll oEtlets were tested in this room and in workinb condition. The oEtlets were tibht to the wall and not movinb.

16.2 CABINETS

COMMENTS:

Marbinal

The caFinet doors are loose and need to Fe re5attached. ©Erthermore, electrical tape is cErrently Feinb Esed to 
hold the drainabe line tobether. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review. 
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16.3  ALLS

COMMENTS:

BcceptaFle

qe inspected all of the walls in this room and did not see any ma6or holes or imperfections in the wall.

16.4  INDO S

COMMENTS:

Defective

jne of the windows in this room is cracked and needs to Fe addressed. B YEaliGed contractor will need to 
remove and replace any damabed blass.

 17. Unit 50 -Kitchen

17.1 ELECTRICAL

COMMENTS:

Defective
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The electrical oEtlet in pictEres one and two is indicatinb Vreverse polarity.V Reverse polarity is when the hot and 
neEtral wires are reversed. qe also noticed a really loose oEtlet neUt to the sink. B YEaliGed contractor will need 
to review for the correct repair.

17.2  ALLS

COMMENTS:

BcceptaFle

Bll of the walls are in bood condition in this room. qe did not notice any holes or imperfections in the wall.

17.3  INDO S

COMMENTS:

BcceptaFle

Bll of the windows in this room were tested and operatinb normally. Bll panes and seals were still intact inside 
of the windows.
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 18. Unit 48 - Bedroom

18.1  ALLS

COMMENTS:

BcceptaFle

qe inspected all of the walls in this room and did not see any ma6or holes or imperfections in the wall.

18.2 DOORS

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

The entry door will not completely shEt. The door will not close all the way as the latch is 6Est missinb the strike 
plate. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review for the proper repairs.

18.3  INDO S

COMMENTS:

Defective
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jne of the windows in this room is cracked and needs to Fe addressed. ©Erthermore, several of the sash cords 
are missinb. B YEaliGed contractor will need to remove and replace any damabed blass.

 19. Unit 50 - Bedroom

19.1  ALLS

COMMENTS:

BcceptaFle

Bll of the walls are in bood condition in this room. qe did not notice any holes or imperfections in the wall.

19.2  INDO S

COMMENTS:

BcceptaFle

Bll of the windows in this room were tested and operatinb normally. Bll panes and seals were still intact inside 
of the windows.
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19.3 ELECTRICAL

COMMENTS:

Defective

qe attempted to test the pictEred oEtlets  however, they were not workinb. B YEaliGed contractor will need to 
review for the correct repair.

 20. Unit 48 - Family Room

20.1  ALLS

COMMENTS:

BcceptaFle

qe inspected all of the walls in this room and did not see any ma6or holes or imperfections in the wall.
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20.2  INDO S

MEDIA:

COMMENTS:

Marbinal

The sash cords are missinb/damabed for several of the sinble hEnb windows in this room. qe attempted to open 
the window, however were EnaFle as they fell down immediately. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review for 
the proper repairs.

20.3 ELECTRICAL

COMMENTS:

Defective

Several of the electrical oEtlets in this room are indicatinb Vreverse polarity.V Reverse polarity is when the hot 
and neEtral wires are reversed. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review for the correct repairs.

 21. Unit 50 - Family Room

21.1  ALLS

COMMENTS:
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BcceptaFle

Bll of the walls are in bood condition in this room. qe did not notice any holes or imperfections in the wall.

21.2  INDO S

COMMENTS:

Marbinal

The sash cords are missinb/damabed for several of the sinble hEnb windows in this room. qe attempted to open 
the window, however were EnaFle as they fell down immediately. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review for 
the proper repairs.

21.3 ELECTRICAL

COMMENTS:

Defective

qe attempted to test the pictEred oEtlet, however it was not workinb. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review 
for the correct repair.
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 22. Unit 50 - Finished Attic

22.1  ALLS

COMMENTS:

BcceptaFle

qe inspected all of the walls in this room and did not see any ma6or holes or imperfections in the wall.

22.2 ELECTRICAL

COMMENTS:

Defective

Several of the oEtlets in this room are indicatinb Vreverse polarity.V Reverse polarity is when the hot and neEtral 
wires are reversed. Bdditionally, several oEtlets are loose and need to Fe re5attached. B YEaliGed contractor will 
need to review for the correct repair.
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22.3 HVAC SOURCE

COMMENTS:

Defective

qe did not see a retErn line connected to the H Bg system in the Gnished attic. gErrently, air is not Feinb 
eUchanbed Fetween oors. ©Erther evalEation is needed. 
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Summary

PHI
This sEmmary is not the entire report. The complete report may inclEde additional information of concern to the client. 
It is recommended that the client read the complete report.

Maintenance
Bn item deemed a yearly task Fy a homeowner.

Marginal
Bn issEe needinb repairs/replacement FEt not deemed immediate.

Defective
Item needs immediate repair or replacement. It is EnaFle to perform its intended fEnction.

 1. Lots and Xrounds

1.1 XRADINX

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

The bradinb has a nebative slope and water is poolinb abainst the foEndation in several areas. B YEaliGed 
contractor will need to evalEate to determine the proper repair.

 2. Exterior

2.1 EWTERIOR SIDINX

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

B few small cracks/holes were oFserved in the vinyl sidinb as we reviewed the eUterior of the property. B YEaliGed 
contractor will need to repair/replace all the damabed sidinb.
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2.2 FOUNDATION

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

Several small holes were foEnd in the cement Flock foEndation. They appear to Fe old holes for bas and electrical 
lines. If desired, the holes coEld Fe Glled with mortar. 

2.3 EWTERIOR TRIM

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

qe recommend paintinb the eUterior trim. qe foEnd several small cracks in the trim that will allow water in 
slowly rottinb the Foards over time.

2.4 SOFFITS
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COMMENTS:

Maintenance

B few minor repairs will Fe needed to the pictEred so't FoU. The corner of the so't FoU will need re5attached 
if desired. 

2.5 HOSE BIBS

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

jne of the hose FiFFs on the side yard is missinb a handle. B new handle will need to Fe installed. If a new handle 
cannot Fe installed the hose FiFF will need to Fe replaced Fy a YEaliGed contractor.

 3. Roof

3.2 XUTTERS

COMMENTS:

Marbinal

gErrently, the home is withoEt a bEtter system. B YEaliGed contractor will need to install new bEtters.
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3.3 CHIMNEY

COMMENTS:

Marbinal

jverall, the Frick chimney is not in Fad shape for its abe. The chimney is strEctErally soEnd and not leaninb 
inward or oEtward. The mortar Fetween the Frick has deteriorated and fallinb apart in certain areas. No issEes 
were oFserved with the chimney crown or cap.  B YEaliGed contractor will need to review. 

 4. Unit 48 - Electrical

4.2 ELECTRICAL PANEL

COMMENTS:

Defective

qe reviewed the pictEred electrical panel we foEnd several Freakers that are over fEsed and attached to the 
wronb wire. No other issEes were foEnd. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review the panel. 
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 5. Unit 50 - Electrical

5.1 ELECTRICAL PANEL

COMMENTS:

Defective

qe reviewed the pictEred electrical panel we foEnd several issEes needinb reviewed Fy a YEaliGed contractor. 
B few electrical circEits were not installed correctly. The wirinb was not installed throEbh the top or side of the 
panel. Bs sEch the cover for the panel can not Fe installed. Directly, aFove the panel we foEnd two 6Enction FoUes 
needinb covered and attached. The over fEsed 40amp Freaker needs to Fe removed. Lastly, all loose/aFandoned 
wirinb needs addressed as well. 

 7. Unit 48 - Basement

7.1  ALLS
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COMMENTS:

Defective

The space downstairs was relatively dry with a little moistEre present. qith that said, we still recommend rEnninb 
a dehEmidiGer to alleviate any moistEre issEes that will FEild Ep. qe did oFserve water enterinb from the oEtside 
and throEbh the foEndation walls. The bradinb and downspoEts need to Fe reviewed to ensEre they are draininb 
away from the home. Bs a resElt, we oFserved a white sEFstance that appears to Fe mold throEbhoEt the space. 
In pictEres foEr and Gve we foEnd an active leak cominb from one of the drainabe lines. qe coEld not identify 
eUactly where the leak was cominb from. Several of the Fasement windows are cracked and need addressed. No 
ma6or issEes were oFserved with the wooden or cement Flock strEctEre of the home. The main sewer line from 
the home to the street is cast iron. qe recommend havinb the sewer line scoped to ensEre it has not collapsed 
or has tree roots browinb in it. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review all issEes. 

7.2 ELECTRICAL

COMMENTS:

Defective

The oEtlet in pictEres one and two has Vshorted oEtV and needs to Fe replaced immediately. Bt one point the 
circEit VarcedV FErninb Ep the oEtlet and wirinb. ©Erther investibation is needed. 
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 8. Unit 50 - Basement

8.1  ALLS

COMMENTS:

Defective

The space downstairs was relatively dry with a little moistEre present. qith that said, we still recommend rEnninb 
a dehEmidiGer to alleviate any moistEre issEes that will FEild Ep. qe did oFserve water enterinb from the oEtside 
and throEbh the foEndation walls. The bradinb and downspoEts need to Fe reviewed to ensEre they are draininb 
away from the home. Bll of the electrical wirinb and 6Enction FoUes need reviewed for mEltiple reasons. In photos 
foEr and Gve we foEnd an arced oEtlet needinb replaced. Several of the Fasement windows are cracked and will 
need replaced. In photo siU an ad6EstaFle oorinb 6ack was Esed to sEpport several oorinb 6oists Fy the stairs. 
qe recommend removinb the 6ack and sEpportinb this area in a di erent way. Bll open or aFandoned plEmFinb 
lines need addressed.  B YEaliGed contractor will need to review all issEes. 

 9. Air Conditioning

9.1 A/C SYSTEM OPERATION
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COMMENTS:

Defective

gErrently, no B/g Enit is installed on the eUterior of the home. It appears the way the refriberant lines were cEt 
the previoEs Enit was stolen Fy someone. B YEaliGed contractor will need to install a new Enit with a cabe to 
prevent theft.

 10. Unit 48 - Heating System

10.1 HEATINX SYSTEM OPERATION

COMMENTS:

Marbinal

The fErnace was tested and in workinb order dErinb oEr inspection. qith that said, the Enit is from 200A and 
almost at the end of a typical life cycle. qe recommend FEdbetinb for a new Enit.

 11. Unit 50 -Heating System

11.1 HEATINX SYSTEM OPERATION

COMMENTS:

Defective

The fErnace was tested and in workinb order dErinb oEr inspection. qith that said, the Enit is from 2000 and 
almost at the end of a typical life cycle. In pictEres two and three we foEnd an openinb aroEnd the eUhaEst line 
where it enters the chimney. This openinb will need to Fe closed. 
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 12. Unit 48 - Plumbing

12.1 MAIN  ATER SHUTOFF

COMMENTS:

Marbinal

Two of the pictEred shEt o  valves will need to have new handles installed as they are cErrently missinb. 

12.3 TPRV AND DRAIN TUBE

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

Per code, all hot water heaters are reYEired to have a copper/gP g drainabe line piped Fetween ;524 inches of 
the oor. Here the pipe is missinb. B YEaliGed contactor will need to add an eUtension to the hot water heater.
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 13. Unit 50 -Plumbing

13.1  ATER HEATER OPERATION

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

This particElar hot water heater was fEnctioninb properly dErinb oEr inspection. The wirinb powerinb the Enit 
needs to Fe enclosed as eUpected. Bdditionally, one of the covers for the heatinb element needs addressed as 
well. 

13.2 TPRV AND DRAIN TUBE

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

Per code, all hot water heaters are reYEired to have a copper/gP g drainabe line piped Fetween ;524 inches of 
the oor. Here the pipe is missinb. B YEaliGed contactor will need to add an eUtension to the hot water heater.
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 14. Unit 48 - Main Bathroom

14.2 SINK/BASIN

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

The drain lever is not workinb properly. qe attempted to move the lever Ep and down FEt coEld not. B YEaliGed 
contractor will need to review for the correct repair.

14.3 COLD  ATER SUPPLY LINE

COMMENTS:

Defective

qe foEnd a slow leak where the cold5water sEpply connects to the shEt o  valve. B YEaliGed contractor will need 
to review. 
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14.4 SHO ER/SURROUND

COMMENTS:

Marbinal

The  shower  sEpply  line  where  it  connects  to  the  diverter  was  leakinb 
immediately after tErninb the water on. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review 
for the proper repairs.

14.5 TOILETS

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

The Fase of the toilet is loose as we shifted the entire toilet dErinb oEr review. qe were aFle to shake the toilet 
from side to side. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review for the correct repairs.

 15. Unit 50 - Main Bathroom

15.2 FLOOR

COMMENTS:

Marbinal

Several soft areas in the sEF oorinb were foEnd aroEnd the toilet. ©Erther evalEation is needed to determine 
the proper repairs. 
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15.3 ELECTRICAL

COMMENTS:

Marbinal

No electrical oEtlets are cErrently installed in this Fathroom.

 16. Unit 48 -Kitchen

16.2 CABINETS

COMMENTS:

Marbinal

The caFinet doors are loose and need to Fe re5attached. ©Erthermore, electrical tape is cErrently Feinb Esed to 
hold the drainabe line tobether. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review. 

16.4  INDO S

COMMENTS:

Defective

jne of the windows in this room is cracked and needs to Fe addressed. B YEaliGed contractor will need to 
remove and replace any damabed blass.
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 17. Unit 50 -Kitchen

17.1 ELECTRICAL

COMMENTS:

Defective

The electrical oEtlet in pictEres one and two is indicatinb Vreverse polarity.V Reverse polarity is when the hot and 
neEtral wires are reversed. qe also noticed a really loose oEtlet neUt to the sink. B YEaliGed contractor will need 
to review for the correct repair.

 18. Unit 48 - Bedroom

18.2 DOORS

COMMENTS:

Maintenance

The entry door will not completely shEt. The door will not close all the way as the latch is 6Est missinb the strike 
plate. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review for the proper repairs.
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18.3  INDO S

COMMENTS:

Defective

jne of the windows in this room is cracked and needs to Fe addressed. ©Erthermore, several of the sash cords 
are missinb. B YEaliGed contractor will need to remove and replace any damabed blass.

 19. Unit 50 - Bedroom

19.3 ELECTRICAL

COMMENTS:

Defective

qe attempted to test the pictEred oEtlets  however, they were not workinb. B YEaliGed contractor will need to 
review for the correct repair.
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 20. Unit 48 - Family Room

20.2  INDO S

COMMENTS:

Marbinal

The sash cords are missinb/damabed for several of the sinble hEnb windows in this room. qe attempted to open 
the window, however were EnaFle as they fell down immediately. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review for 
the proper repairs.

20.3 ELECTRICAL

COMMENTS:

Defective

Several of the electrical oEtlets in this room are indicatinb Vreverse polarity.V Reverse polarity is when the hot 
and neEtral wires are reversed. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review for the correct repairs.

 21. Unit 50 - Family Room

21.2  INDO S

COMMENTS:

Marbinal

The sash cords are missinb/damabed for several of the sinble hEnb windows in this room. qe attempted to open 
the window, however were EnaFle as they fell down immediately. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review for 
the proper repairs.
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21.3 ELECTRICAL

COMMENTS:

Defective

qe attempted to test the pictEred oEtlet, however it was not workinb. B YEaliGed contractor will need to review 
for the correct repair.

 22. Unit 50 - Finished Attic

22.2 ELECTRICAL

COMMENTS:

Defective

Several of the oEtlets in this room are indicatinb Vreverse polarity.V Reverse polarity is when the hot and neEtral 
wires are reversed. Bdditionally, several oEtlets are loose and need to Fe re5attached. B YEaliGed contractor will 
need to review for the correct repair.
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22.3 HVAC SOURCE

COMMENTS:

Defective

qe did not see a retErn line connected to the H Bg system in the Gnished attic. gErrently, air is not Feinb 
eUchanbed Fetween oors. ©Erther evalEation is needed. 
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